What is 4GX?
The 4GX token is a hyper-deflationary token that offers rewards to its holders in
reflections.
It ensures that the circulating supply is constantly reducing. Another method
employed is to conduct regular buybacks to reduce supply.
But what is a buyback?
A buyback, also known as a share repurchase, is when a company buys its own
outstanding shares to reduce the number of shares available on the open market. We
have chosen to apply buyback so that we can encourage our investors to hold the
token.
What makes us stand out?
• Reward to its holders in reflections. 4GX has an automatic feature offering
5% rewards of all transactions to holders.
• We are developing an entire environment around a reflection token, adding
utility to your investment that is clean and simple to use.
• We intend to revolutionize the “crypto-verse”, offering features currently not
offered anywhere in the entire market. Earn rewards, which equals to passive
income, and gain financial freedom safely and securely.
Our advantages due to reflective tokens (that can help resolve the problems of
the market):
• We can increase the number of ways our investors can earn in the Defi space.
Holders can earn passive income in the form of rewards by simply holding
4GX.
• Easy, secure, and transparent process via the usage of smart contracts.
• We can prevent the frequent occurrence of massive price dumps and whale
manipulations in newer crypto projects to some degree.
• We can conduct automatic coin burns and buybacks, hence reducing supply
and increasing price valuation. 4% of 4GX transactions are automatically
burned.
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What are our goals?
The primary goal is to make building wealth effortless for investors. Simply hold 4GX
and earn passive income without being a professional trader in the Defi and
Centralized crypto space.
We are developing an entire environment around our reflection token, adding utility to
your investment that is clean and simple to use. We intend to revolutionize the
“crypto-verse”, offering features currently not offered anywhere in the entire market.
Earn rewards, which equals to passive income, and gain financial freedom safely and
securely.
The vision of 4GX is to become one of the world’s leading reflections tokens. Starting
on the Binance Smart Chain as a BEP20 token, 4GX offers a token that has automatic
features, coming soon a decentralized exchange, a multi-coin-wallet, and an NFT
Market. Yes, a one-stop crypto-verse shop (buy, sell, trade, swap, store, and NFTs).
How does our reward system work?
We have engineered our token with a max supply of 500 billion instead of 1
quadrillion like other refection tokens on the market. Our auto Buy-n-Burn function
will reduce the number of tokens on the market creating scarcity and driving the price
upwards.
We will place a strong economy around the 4GX token that will quickly add value
and utility to our token. 4G’s reflection system will reward holders 5% of all
transactions in 4GX. 6% will go to the Marketing and Development wallet allowing
us to create and promote the ecosystem, adding the utility that most tokens lack in the
market.
Steps we have to take?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop website and social media account – Complete
Launch token on PancakeSwap – Launched 2/4/2022
Initiate aggressive marketing campaign
Develop decentralized exchange and wallet
Develop NFT Market
Develop centralized exchange
Develop blockchain and creator” Dapp
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